
CREATE MY OWN DESIGN MARVEL

Digital printing is a printing technique that incorporates the 
markings into the fibre of the fabric. This process allows to 
print shades, gradients, color and light effects, etc.

A. If you can do the artwork and provide the finalised graphic file

Boogie Man will directly provide the pieces as «vector contours» along with instructions to follow. You will have to provide the finalised 
file, with the finalised dimensions and accurate colors, «ready for printing».
Boogie Man cannot be held responsible in the case of a logo, provided by you, with distorted dimensions or colors.

Eligible formats: JPEG / .ai / .psd / .pdf

In this case, no additional technical fee is required, but only for printing.
Printing a logo on a piece of white, is simpler, and therefore will be less expensive. Prices are adjustable depending on the final size, 
complexity, or number of colors.

HOW IT WORKS?

WHAT IS IT ?



B. If you cannot do the artwork yourself

If you are unable to provide yourself the entirety of the 
graphic design, Boogie Man will make every effort to make 
this graphic work for you.

You will need to explain, as clearly as possible, your intended 
design, and provide all the elements at your disposal (files, 
explanations, drawing logos, descriptive colors, etc.).
These costs will be charged to you based on the working time 
spent. Therefore they take into account:

- The complexity of the design.
- The review of the file.
- Working time.
- Clarity of assets provided by you.
- The number of pieces to be printed.

A quote will be established by Boogie Man and offered to you 
for approval. You will need to reply by email to then confirm 
agreement.
Contact our team to analyse and assess the feasibility of your 
project. Yes, we can do it!

To get a quotation BEFORE confirming your order, contact 
us directly to contact@boogieman.fr, indicating as subject 
«Create my own Marvel design».

You can print or download the silhouette below to make 
your design sketch. Our team will contact you to give you the 
instructions to follow.»

NEXT STEP






